
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA 

COMANCHE NATION )
OF OKLAHOMA )

)
Plaintiff, )

)
v. ) Case No.  CIV-17-887-HE

)
DAVID BERNHARDT, et al. )

)
Defendants. )

                                                                   )

PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT’S
MOTION TO DISMISS SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT

I.  HISTORICAL AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The Court granted leave for the Comanche Nation amend it Complaint further in

order to bring claims devoted solely to violation of the National Environmental Policy

Act (“NEPA”) and Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), deriving from “retention

lagoons” for human waste so massive they are visible from space – existing and very

likely planned – and lying adjacent to the Chickasaw Nation’s latest gaming operation at

Terral, Oklahoma, which lies very near the Red River of historic significance to the

Comanche Nation, and whose water quality is plainly of vital and continuing importance

to the Nation as well.

It is undisputed the Bureau of Indian Affairs (“BIA”) delegated to the Chickasaw’s

own, obviously biased,  Environmental Services Department the task of preparing a

purported Environmental Assessment (“EA”), which yielded the unsurprising Finding of
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No Significant Impact (“FONSI”), which obviated the need for any time consuming and

expensive Environmental Impact Statement.

There are already in the record of these proceedings some 40 deeds relating to trust

acquisitions for the benefit of the Chickasaw and others of the Five Civilized Tribes and

destined for Indian gaming:  Each is missing any stated purpose other than “economic

development”, a misleading designation that permitted collusory BIA officials to find 

the acquisitions exempt from the requirements of NEPA.  If the Court should permit the

litigation to go forward, the Nation anticipates introducing another 40 such deeds, which

will serve to show that some 2/3 of all the Indian casinos in the State began to take

operate without any effort to comply with the requirements of NEPA, again thanks to

collusory BIA officials intent on assisting the Five Civilized Tribes in particular as they

continued to amass tremendous wealth and influence, not just in the State but on the

national stage.  

Throughout the litigation, we have argued that this unfortunate history should

inform the Court’s ultimate decision as to whether the record supports a finding that the

Chickasaw’s own Environmental Services Department indeed took a “hard look” at the

likely environmental consequences of any wastewater sewage lagoons to be located on

the Chickasaw gaming site at Terral.  See Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council,

490 U.S. 332, 350-51 (1989).
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Defendants have continued to argue that any NEPA claims are in any case

now moot, because the Chickasaw – aided by several months’ advance notice of the trust

acquisition during which it made serious headway – managed to complete building the

casino at Terral.1  See Caddo Nation of Oklahoma v. Wichita and Affiliated Tribes, 786

Fed. Appx. 837, 2019 WL 4898669 (10th Cir. 2019) (completion of a building project can

serve to moot a NEPA).  

However, Defendants continue to ignore the fact that the Caddo court also went on

to find that “[t]here is no indication in the record ... that the ceremonial dance grounds, a

portion of the History Center project specifically included in Wichita Tribe's EA, has

been completed. Thus, on the current record, Caddo Nation's NEPA and NHPA claims

are not moot as to that narrow aspect of the History Center project.”  Id., 786 Fed. Appx.

at 840.  

Here there is good reason to believe the Chickasaw actually intend to locate

additional lagoons adjacent to the casino.  The Chickasaw agency’s EA said specifically

that lagoons would be located on 10 acres lying north of the casino.  Environmental

Assessment (Chickasaw Nation Terral Fee to Trust Project), February 2016 

(Attachment 1). Yet they lie to the south, very near the Red River. (Attachment 2).

1But see Columbia Basin Land Protection Ass'n v. Schlesinger, 643 F.2d 585, 591 n. 1 (9th
Cir.1981). (noting that "[I]f the fact that [projects] are built and operating were enough to make [a] case
nonjusticiable," agencies and private parties "could merely ignore the requirements of NEPA" as well as
other statutes requiring pre-construction authorization or review, "build [their] structures before a case
gets to court, and then hide behind the mootness doctrine.")
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Steve York is a former BIA and NIGC official with many years’ experience in

Indian gaming, and particularly Indian gaming in Oklahoma.  He has attested to the strong

belief that the Chickasaw actually intend a much larger operation at Terral, which would

obviously necessitate retention lagoons in addition to existing ones located to the south:

23.  In my view the [Chickasaw] assertion of “approximately 500 ... 
gaming machines” intended for Terral is not credible.  I think it very 
likely that the Chickasaw instead plan to develop a much larger facility, 
and eventually a destination resort at Terral.

24.   I base this opinion in part on a comparison between several 
photographs of “Total Retention Lagoon Systems” for accommodating 
wastewater generated by gaming operations without access to municipal 
sewage systems. The first was drawn from Google Earth on October 15,
2017, ... and relates to the Chickasaw Winstar World Casino and Resort 
at Thackerville, which bills itself as the world’s largest casino, housing 
some 8700 machines.... The second photograph was also drawn from 
Google Earth on October 15, 2017 ....  It shows, not one, but two 
“retention lagoons” [at Terral], each larger than the single one at
Thackerville.  The Chickasaw plainly hope to have patrons playing 
far more than 500 machines at Terral. 

Affidavit of Steve York (October 16, 2017) (ECF 26–3) (Attachment 3).

The distinct possibility of additional lagoons to the north of the Chickasaw casino

should mean that completion of what is likely just the first stage of the operation at Terral

does not serve to moot the NEPA challenge here directed to the potential adverse

environmental consequences of wastewater sewage lagoons adjacent to the casino at

Terral. 

Moreover, the following was the extent of the Chickasaw agency’s substantive

treatment of the lagoons to be located north of the casino:
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Due to the distance of the Project Site from a city wastewater
system, the facility will be designed with a full detention lagoon 
system with aerators making treatment more efficient, so less 
land area is necessary.  The primary lagoons and storage/evaporation 
lagoons will be located on approximately 10 acres at the northern 
section of the Project Site....

* * * * *
All the lagoons will be sealed with 60 mil. HDPE liners.  These 

liners prevent the wastewater from leaving the lagoons and 
entering the groundwater.  If operated and maintained in accordance 
with [Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality] regulations 
this lagoon system will have no adverse environmental impact.

EA (Attachment 1) at 69.

We have previously noted a much more informative treatment of the same

potential environmental hazard in a more recent Environmental Assessment relating to 

yet another acquisition for gaming purposes on behalf of Chickasaw Nation, this one 

planned for Ardmore, Oklahoma.  See “Environmental Assessment, Ardmore

Fee–to–Trust Project” (January 2019).  (Attachment 4).

Perhaps chastened by disclosure in this litigation of the  manifest conflict of

interest inherent in permitting the Chickasaw’s own environmental services agency to

prepare the EA relating to the acquisition at Terral, officials at the Bureau of Indian

Affairs decided to have BIA serve as lead agency for the project; but to contract, not with

the Chickasaw Environmental Services Department, but with Analytical Environmental

Systems, an apparently disinterested company located in Sacramento California, for

purposes of preparing the EA.  Ibid.
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 As we have noted, the Chickasaw agency’s description of the planned lagoon

system at Terral was by rote and conclusory, “liners prevent the wastewater from leaving

the lagoons ... [and] [i]f operated and maintained [properly] ... will have no adverse

environmental impact.”  

By contrast the EA relating to the project at Ardmore completed by Analytical

Environmental Services gives specific detail of the system proposed, and the demands the

system is designed to address: 

Sewage and wastewater ... would be treated in a total retention 
lagoon system located directly south of the proposed gaming 
facility (See Figure 2-4 of Appendix A). The lagoon system 
has been designed to include two primary lagoons and two 
secondary/evaporation lagoons. The proposed primary lagoons 
would have an area of 0.73 acres each, for a total area of 1.46
 acres. The proposed secondary/evaporation lagoons would have 
an area of 1.63 acres each, for a total area of 3.26 acres.
[The planned casino] is estimated to generate an average flow 
of 10,164 gpd [gallon per day] or approximately 7.06 gpm [gallon
per minute] and a peak flow of 24.7 gpm (10,164 gpd x 7 days/week
 x 25% /12 hours / 60 min/hr). Sewage and wastewater generated 
by the proposed facility would be pumped to the lagoon system 
through a lift station. The lagoon would retain all inflow, and there 
would be no discharge. (emphasis in original)

Id. at 36.

It has been two years since Analytical Environmental Services (“AES”) rendered

the EA relating to the Chickasaw project at Ardmore.  However, the project appears

nowhere among dozens of former and current “Tribal Projects” showing on the AES

website (Attachment 5, p. 2).  Nor does the EA of January 2019 itself appear among the
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environmental and related projects AES has handled over the years (Id., pp. 3 to 6).

We continue to submit that, for present purposes, it is reasonable to believe that

AES eventually drew the conclusion an Environmental Impact Statement was indeed

necessary with respect to the Chickasaw project at Ardmore – a finding that could well

have been to the massive retention lagoons intended for the project – a conclusion

especially unpalatable for the Chickasaw at a time when the Comanche challenge to the

EA for its Terral project remained pending.   For present purposes it is also reasonable 

to infer the Chickasaw acted to have any reference to the project on the AES website

withdrawn, and to have the EA of January 2019 showing no finding as to the sufficiency

of the EA taken down from the website.

This is the factual background against which the Court should consider the

sufficiency of the Chickasaw agency’s treatment of the retention lagoons at Terral, and

the potential environmental risks they pose to the nearby Red River.  The applicable legal

principles are no less persuasive.

II.  THE LEGAL PRINCIPLES SHOULD WARRANT
DENIAL OF DEFENDANTS’ MOTION TO DISMISS

A.  NEPA 

The Supreme Court has described the “twin aims” of NEPA: “First, it places upon

an agency the obligation to consider every significant aspect of the environmental impact

of a proposed action. Second, it ensures that the agency will inform the public that it has

indeed considered environmental concerns in its decisionmaking process." Baltimore Gas
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& Elec. Co. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 462 U.S. 87, 97 (1983) (internal quotation

marks and citations omitted).  

Moreover, "[t]he sweeping policy goals announced in ... NEPA are ... realized

through a set of action-forcing procedures that require that agencies take a `hard look' at

environmental consequences ... and that provide for broad dissemination of relevant

environmental information."  Robertson, supra, 490 U.S. at 350, 109 S.Ct. 1835. While

NEPA's action-forcing "procedures are almost certain to affect the agency's substantive

decision," NEPA "does not mandate particular results, but simply prescribes the necessary

process."  Ibid.

A vital element of the “necessary process” is this:  “If an agency permits an

applicant to prepare an environmental assessment, the agency ..., shall make its own

evaluation of the environmental issues and take responsibility for the scope and content of

the environmental assessment.” 40 C.F.R. § 1506.5(b) (July 1, 2016) (“Environmental

Assessments”) (quoted in Second Amended Complaint, ¶ 38).  As the Nation alleged

further “The record produced thus far is missing any indication BIA officials made any

‘evaluation of the environmental issues [or took] responsibility for the scope and content

of the environmental assessment.’” Ibid.

The dramatic difference in treatment a presumably neutral  outside contractor

accorded similarly massive retention lagoons planned for the Chickasaw project at

Ardmore, together with the absence of any determination on the part of the contractor as
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to whether an Environmental Impact Statement was necessary, and the mystifying

absence of the Ardmore project from the contractor’s website, see id., ¶¶ 27 to 35, all

call into serious question the bona fides of the Chickasaw agency’s treatment of retention

lagoons planned for the north side of the casino at Terral, and the risks presented by

lagoons now located to the south and very near the river, and additional lagoons likely to

be added to the north as originally projected.  The undisputed record of a fundamentally

different treatment of a virtually identical project by an outside contractor should suffice

for present purposes to permit litigation challenging the Chickasaw agency’s treatment of

the risks associated with massive lagoons at Terral to go forward.

B.  THE STANDARDS ON MOTIONS TO DISMISS
     

Defendants make on only cursory reference to Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(1) as a basis 

for dismissal, Defendant’s Motion at 5, perhaps because the Second Amended Complaint

so plainly shows the Administrative Procedures Act as an adequate predicate for NEPA

claims deriving from Chickasaw Nation’s Environmental Services Department obviously

biased, inaccurate and inadequate treatment of massive retention lagoons at Terral so

massive they are visible from space, and the environmental risks the pose for the Red

River.  See Second Amended Complaint, ¶¶ 27 to 35, 36 and 38. 

As for Rule 12(b)(6), we have no quarrel with Defendants recitation of the

principles involved, Defendants Motion, but take issue with the assertion “Plaintiff’s

allegations are entirely speculative and conclusory,” Defendants’ Motion at 8, again
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because we have set forth specific, non–conclusory allegations that BIA impermissibly

allowed the Chickasaw Nation’s own Environmental Services Department complete an

EA for the project at Terral with no independent assessment of its fairness and accuracy,

id., ¶ 38, and allegations that BIA assigned the EA for the Chickasaw casino project at

Ardmore to a presumably neutral contractor, which subjected the planned retention

lagoons at Ardmore to a much more detailed analysis, and made no conclusion as to

whether an Environmental Impact Statement was warranted.  We have also alleged no

record of the project or its findings now appear on the contractors website, which we

submit warrants the inference for present purposes that the contractor eventually found 

an Environmental Impact Statement warranted.  Id., ¶¶ 27 to 35.

We submit that the heart of Defendants’ challenge to the Second Amended

Complaint is simply that the Comanche Nation “lack[s] standing to make such a claim

because its only alleged injury is increased competition to its casino.”  Defendants’

Motion at 9.  The Nation has actually alleged an abiding interest in the Red River, and

that “[t]he water quality of the Red River is of vital importance to the Comanche Nation,

in part because of its stake in a distribution and sales regimen to be managed and

quantified by the United States at trustee.”2  Id., ¶ 26.

2Water quality in a tributary as vital to the well being of the Comanche Nation and
its people as the Red River will almost certainly be an issue going forward in deciding the
interest the Nation may have deriving from the obligations of the United States as trustee.
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We recognize that the Tenth Circuit in Cure Land indicated that “socioeconomic

impacts, standing alone, do not constitute significant environmental impacts cognizable

under NEPA.”  833 F.3d at 1235 (emphasis added).   However, the Nation here has

invoked, not just “socioeconomic impacts,” but the risks of environmental degradation

deriving from massive retention lagoons located – contrary to the Chickasaw EA – very

near a Red River of historic significance to the Tribe , and thus its potential impact on

“water quality of the Red River ... of vital importance to the Comanche Nation ....” 

Second Amended Complaint, ¶ 26.  See  Coal. of Concerned Citizens to Make Art Smart v.

Fed. Transit Admin., 843 F.3d 886, 905 (10th Cir. 2016) "[W[hen an action `will have primary

impact on the natural environment'  `secondary socio-economic effects... [will] be considered.'"

(quoting Cure Land LLC v. U.S. Dep't of Agric., 833 F.3d at 1235 n.5).    The Second Amended

Complaint invokes just such a “primary impact on the natural environment,” the threat of

environmental degradation to the Red River represented by nearby and massive lagoons built to

retain human and other waste from the nearby casino operation.

We also note that the Cure Land court did not uphold a Rule 12(b) dismissal; the panel

decided the case on the merits of the NEPA claim in light of the Administrative Record before

the district court.   The sufficiency of a plaintiff’s showing with respect to standing on a motion

to dismiss, is subjected to a less rigorous standard than on motion for summary judgment.  See,

e.g., Luhan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992); Luhan v. National Wildlife

Federation, 497 U.S. 871, 889 (1990).
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We respectfully submit that the Second Amended Complaint suffices for present

purposes to establish that the Comanche Nation has the requisite standing to bring a NEPA

 claim deriving from a plainly inaccurate and inadequate EA for the Chickasaw project at Terral

completed by an obviously biased Chickasaw Environmental Services Department.   

III. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, and such other reasons as may appear in the record,

Plaintiff Comanche Nation of Oklahoma respectfully requests that this Court deny

Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff’s Second Amended Complaint.

Respectfully submitted this 1st day of February, 2021,

 /s/ Richard J. Grellner              
Richard J. Grellner, OBA #15521
RJG Law PLLC
434 NW 18th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73103
Tel 405.834.8484
Fax 405.602.0990
rjgrellner@hotmail.com

 /s/ John P. Racin                          
John P.Racin, DC Bar No. 942003
Member, W.D. Ok. Bar
Law Office of John P. Racin
1717 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.  20036
Tel 202.277.7691
Fax 202.296.5601
johnpracin@gmail.com

Attorneys for the Comanche Nation
of Oklahoma
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on February 1, 2021 I caused the foregoing Plaintiff’s

Response to Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss Second Amended Complaint to be

electronically transmitted to the Clerk of Court using the ECF system for filing, 

thereby serving the document on:

Timothy J. Downing 
Kay Sewell
Amanda R. Johnson 
United States Attorney’s Office  
210 Park Avenue, Suite 400
Oklahoma City, OK 73102

Paul E. Salamanca
Acting Assistant Attorney General
Environmental & Natural Resources Division

Devon L. McCune 
United States Department of Justice 
Environment and Natural Resources Division 
Natural Resources Section 
999 18th Street, South Terrace, Suite 370 
Denver, CO 80202 

/s/ Richard J. Grellner                   
Richard J. Grellner  
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